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Abstract: This paper discusses the development of Face Recognition Toolbox(FRT) using open source
software Scilab. This paper work further analysis the problems and errors arise in the development of FRT using
Scilab software. Our first work is to give the solutions to those problems and errors arise in the development
of FRT.The second work is to develop new software functions for face recognition algorithms which are not
available in Scilab image processing toolboxes. A comparative study has been made for five different face
recognition algorithms tested with five different face databases and results are produced here.
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INTRODUCTION recognition algorithms such as: Eigneface [2, [3], 2DPCA

The open source software  replaces  licensed FDA (Fischer Discriminant Analysis) [6, 7], KPCA (Kernel
software in all engineering fields. Particularly, in the image Principal Component Analysis) [8] and ICA (Independent
processing and video processing. Scilab is one such open Component Analysis) [9].
source software used to replace licensed software’s like This paper not only discusses the algorithm
Matlab, MathCad and Mapple in the signal, image and implementation, but also different errors and problems
video  processing.  But many functions, routines related faced in the development of FRT. The given solutions
to image [1], video and communication are not available in rectify the errors such as the matrix inverse of singular
Scilab and its Atoms. The Scilab atoms like SIVP (Scilab matrix, divide by zero, floating point error, stack overflow,
Image and Video Processing), IPD (Image Processing type(S) error in toolbox development. In addition to that,
Design), IPT2 (Image Processing Tool 2), IPT3, SWT new functions such as: Eigenvectors, Eigenvalues, dot
(Scilab Wavelet Toolbox) and Wavelab are not compatible product, sorting in ascending order, loading images, line
with image and video processing toolbox of Matlab and count in a file and image classification are developed to
other licensed software’s. support the development of FRT.

Different individuals, research laboratories, scientists The Scilab function eigenvectors2(), resolve the
and professors developing different atoms (toolboxes) for problems in finding out the eigenvectors and eigenvalues.
different applications such as engineering, biomedical, The similar columns and rows are eliminated by resize the
data processing, data mining, statistical analysis, face image. Therefore, to find the matrix inverse of
networking and soft computing using Scilab. The main singular matrix has been eliminated. The face images
aim is to develop a FRT (Face Recognition Toolbox) for recorded, are converted into jpeg and bmp file format.
facial image authentication. The face recognition toolbox Therefore  the  problem  in  reading  the  face  image in
developed using Scilab is based on statistical face other  file formats  such  as  tiff  and  gif is also eliminated.

(Two Dimensional Principal Component Analysis) [4, 5],
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The user stack size can be increased by using the OWN Face Databases 
command stacksize ‘max’ in the scilab console will solve Senthil Face Database: The Senthil face database [10]
the problem of stack size limitation. The division by zero contains 80 colour face images of 5 people (all are men),
warning error is avoided by using the inbuilt function including frontal views of faces with different facial
ieee(2). The time elapsed to extract feature vector and expressions, occlusions and brightness conditions. Each
projection of image matrices on feature vectors is person has 16 different images. The facial portion of the
calculated by using the inbuilt functions tic() and toc(). image is manually cropped to 140x188 pixels and then it is
These functions show sometimes type(S) error. To avoid normalized. The normalized images of one person are
this problem, timer() function is used to find the elapsed shown in Figure 1. The images 1c, 1d, 1g, 1k, 1l, 1o involve
time or recognition time. variations in facial expressions. The images 1a, 1b, 1e, 1f,

The paperwork is organized as follows: section 2, 1h, 1I, 1j, 1m, 1n and 1p involve variations in pose.
gives an introduction to open source Scilab and its image
processing atoms. Section 3, explains various face Senthil IRTT Face Database: This database contains
databases developed in IRTT. The steps involved in IRTT (Institute of Road and Transport Technology)
various standard face recognition algorithms are students [11] of both colour and grayscale facial images.
discussed in section 4. The various problems arise in FRT There are 317 facial images for 13 IRTT students. They are
implementation are explained in detail in section 5. Section of same age factor around 23 to 24 years. The images
6 briefs the experimental results (face recognition along with background are captured by canon digital
accuracy, recognition time and feature size) obtained. camera of 14.1 megapixels resolution. The actual size of
Section 7 draws a conclusion and suggestion for further cropped faces 550x780 and they are further resized to
development in FRT. downscale factor 5. Out of 13, 12 are male and one female.

About Scilab and its Atoms of facial expressions, little makeup, scarf, poses and hat
Scilab Software: Scilab is an open source mathematical also.
and scientific software for numerical computation. Scilab
is produced within DIGITEO by the Scilab consortium. Senthil IRTT female Database: The female database
Scilab is available in Windows, Linux and Mac operating contains IRTT students [12] of both colour and grayscale
systems. Users can contribute to Scilab by providing their faces. There are 100 facial images for 10 IRTT girl students
own functions, toolboxes, documentation, user guides, as shown in Figure 3(all are female) with 10 faces per
translations etc. In addition to writing code to various subject with the age factor-around 23 to 24 years. The
algorithms and mathematical expressions, Scilab also colour images along with background are captured with a
provides a simulator called Scicos (Scilab block diagram digital camera with a pixel resolution of 480x640 and their
modeler/simulator) just like Simulink provided by faces are cropped to 100x100 pixels. The 10 subjects of
mathworks. this database are shown in Figure 3.

In addition to its own application, Scilab can be
interfaced with licensed software like national instrument
LabVIEW, Matlab etc. Scilab has well developed signal
processing and control system toolboxes (atoms). But
other atoms like fuzzy logic, neural networks, optimization,
image processing are supported by individuals. These
atoms can be downloaded from Scilab atoms package.

Image Processing Atoms: There are four image
processing atoms available in Scilab: (1) IPD atom (2) SIVP
atom (3) IPT2 and (4) IPT3. Out of these four atoms IPD
and SIVP have included most of the image processing
functions. The face recognition algorithms are written in
Scilab, use many image processing functions available in Fig. 1: Sample images for one subject of the Senthil
IPD and SIVP. database

Figure 2, shows 18 faces of subject01 which has a variety
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Fig. 2: Sample faces of subject01 in Senthil IRTT face
database version 1.1

Fig. 3: Subjects of Senthil IRTT face database version 1.2 belongs to train sets and another one belongs to test set.

Face Recognition Algorithms Independent Component Analysis: In this method, face
Eigen Face Recognition: The Eigen face recognition is recognition performance is evaluated for the coefficient
otherwise called as one dimensional principal component vectors ‘B’ by the nearest neighbor algorithm, using
analysis (1DPCA). First a train and test sets are formed cosines as the similarity measure. 
from a given face database. Then the 2D image matrices Coefficient vectors in each test set assign the class
are rearranged to 1D matrix. The Eigen vectors ‘V’ are label of the coefficient vector in the training set that is
calculated from the covariance matrix ‘L’ as follows: most similar as evaluated by the cosine of the angle

L = A A (1)T

where ‘A’ is the train set containing M images. Arrange
the Eigen vectors in ascending order and choose first few Kernel Principal Component Analysis: The principal
significant feature vectors. Each individual ‘ ’ in the test components are evaluated from the polynomial kernel
set are projected into the face space as, matrix which is defined as:

(2) (7)

where ‘ ’ is the mean image and ‘N ’ is the number of where ‘ ’ is the polynomial kernel matrix obtained fromC

face classes and ‘u ’ is the transposed sorted first few image covariance matrix ‘L’ as in Equation (1). Once theT

principal components. Final classification is based on Eigenvectors are obtained, then the remaining procedure
nearest neighbor, the minimum Euclidean distance ‘D’ is similar to Eigen face and FDA recognition methods.
between the train set features and test set features as in
Equation (3). 2D Principal Component Analysis: In 2DPCA, the image

images without converting into 1D image matrices. Then

(3) covariance matrix.

From Equation (3), ‘R’ is the test image feature vector
and ‘T’ is the train image feature vector. ‘M’ is the number
of images in train set and ‘M2’ is the number of images in
the test set.

Fischer Discriminant Analysis: This method is mainly
based on the between class scatter matrix ‘S ’ and withinB

class scatter matrix ‘S ’ which are defined by:W

(4)

(5)

Then Eigenvectors are calculated using these two
scatter matrices and projection matrices are obtained
using these principal components. Again the
classification is based on minimumEuclidean distance as
in Equation (3) between the projected vectors, one

between them.

(6)

covariance matrix ‘G’ as in (8) directly obtained from 2D

the principal components are evaluated from this
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(8) matrix (i.e.) its determinant value is zero as in Figure 4a. It

where ‘ ’ is the mean of 2D images. The nearest neighbor recognition. The solution to this problem is crop and
classifier is used for classification of test images based on resize the original facial images, so that similar column
the distance between feature matrices of train and test elements are reduced in the image matrices.
sets.

Practical Problems Arise and its Remedy atom and  ReadImage() function in IPD atom both will not
Eigen Vector and Eigen Values: The functions are spec(), read GIF file format. The imread() is also not used to read
bdiag() are used to find the Eigen vector and Eigen TIF file format as shown in Figure 4b. The solution is to
values. But they are not similar to Matlabeig() in some convert the images to JPG, BMP or PNG file format.
cases. Particularly when the Eigenvalues are large values
and if they are complex, inaccurate result will be produced. Stack  Overflow  Error:  The  stack size limitation is the
For this reason we have developed a function big  issue  in  Scilab compared to Matlab. A complete set
eigenvector2(), which will find the Eigen vectors more or of  400  images  of  s ize 256x256 could not be read by
less similar to Matlabeig() function. Scilab  at a  time, but it is possible in Matlab. The one

Matrix Inverse for Singular Matrix: Original uncropped Figure 4c. The solution is to use the command stack size
facial images consist of most similar elements in both rows ‘max’ in the main program. But the size is limited compared
and  columns  of  the  image matrix. This results in singular to Matlab.

is impossible to find the matrix inverse in both Matlab and
Scilab. This error usually arises in the LDA method of face

Image Read File Format: The imread() function in SIVP

such example of stack size limitation error is shown in

Fig. 4a: Singular matrix error

Fig. 4b: Image file format problem in Scilab atoms
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Fig. 4c: Stack Size error

Fig. 4d: Division by Zero error

Division  By  ZeroError:  The division by zero error
occurs when an image matrix divide by zero or matrices
contain zero values. To avoid this error and to proceed
further in programming, include the command ieee(2) as in
Figure 4d in the program before performing matrix
arithmetic.

Type(S) Error for Elapsed Time Display: The elapsed time
or recognition time calculated for each face recognition
algorithm using tic() and toc() functions. Since the
elapsed time is a typr(S) function, it cannot be displayed Fig. 4e: Elapsed time display problem

directly as shown in Figure 4e. In Scilab console window,
type time variable, it will the display the recognition time
in seconds as shown in Figure 4e. A better solution is to
use timer() function before the start and end of the
recognition program. The difference in time between start
of timer and end of timer gives the recognition time
required.
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Fig. 5: Plot between recognition accuracy and feature vectors for IRTT three databases tested with 2DPCA method

Experimental Results: The experiments are conducted on face database version1.1 gives the best rate for ICA
following five databases: ORL face database [13], Yale method. The reason is, ICA explore the correlation
face database [14], Senthil database version 1.0, Senthil between facial images and remove the second order
IRTT (Institute of Road and Transport Technology) statistics before processing. 
database version1.1 and Senthil IRTT database version The  FDA  method  gives better results compatible
1.2. Out of five databases, first two databases are with  2DPCA  for  ORL and Senthil database version 1.0
standard face databases which are used by most of the and other databases, it shows poor performance. This is
researchers and research labs. The remaining are due to scattering matrices of FDA well work for face
developed in IRTT. databases  with  face  images are cropped for a face

The standard five face recognition algorithms are portion alone. Along with ICA, KPCA also gives better
tested with these five databases. The databases results for less correlated images in databases like Senthil
discussed in this paper are developed based on the case IRTT female database and Senthil IRTT database
study of databases discussed in the papers [15, 16]. version1.1.

Experiments are conducted by dividing the database The recognition time will vary depending on the
in test set and train set. The number of face images for a algorithm size, number of subjects and the number of
particular train and test set may differ. The following faces in individual subjects. The Figure 5 shows the
details are collected from the result obtained: Recognition recognition accuracy obtained for various databases for
time, feature vector size, number of faces in test set different feature vector sizes.
recognized and recognition rate. These three IRTT face databases are tested with

Out of these four parameters, the recognition rate is 2DPCA face recognition algorithm. 
mostly considered in performance evaluation of face Out of 3, the Senthil IRTT face database version 1.1
recognition  algorithms.  Sometimes recognition time is an shows poor recognition accuracy due to highly
important  factor  to be considered for performance uncorrelated images [17]. These less correlated face
evaluation. The results are listed in detail in Table 1. images are due to different poses, makeup and masks.

The test results show that, better recognition Occluded face images and light illumination will also result
accuracy is obtained from 2DPCA method for ORL, Yale, in less correlated images [17]. The face recognition
Senthil and IRTT female databases. But for IRTT student toolbox developed, is available online [18].
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Table 1: Experimental Results for Various Face Databases Tested with Different Face Recognition Algorithms (The algorithms are implemented in Open Source software Scilab and Its Atoms
IPD, SIVP. The Scilab software programs are tested with CPU i3 core with 4GB RAM)

Face Recognition Methods Face database ORL database Yale database Senthil database Senthil IRTT female student database Senthil IRTT student face database version1.1

No. of  faces per class Train set 5 5 8 5 Dynamic for Individual subjects
Test set 5 5 8 5

Eigenface Recognition Time(sec) 77.3 36.533 42.588 27.737 73.343
Feature vector 10304x37 77760x37 37 37 different
No. of Faces recognized 187 61 36 41 31
Recognition rate 93.5 81.33 90 82 65.957

FDA Recognition  Time (sec) 106.917 62.525 70.88 52.203 51.06
Feature vector 200x37 75x37 40x37 50x37 47x37
No. of Faces recognized 192 59 37 33 24
Recognition rate 96 78.66 92.5 66 51.06

KPCA Recognition Time(sec) 10.1875 43.65 2.125 5.79 8.828
Feature vector 200x37 75x37 40x37 50x37 47x37
No. of Faces recognized 185 61 36 41 32
Recognition rate 94 81.33 90 82 68

ICA Recognition Time(sec) 69.608 61.136 20.731 35.658 53.125
Feature vector 200x37 75x37 40x37 50x37 47x37
No. of Faces recognized 170 64 34 39 37
Recognition rate 85 85.33 85 78 78.72

2DPCA Recognition  Time(sec) 64.99 85.33 18.476 50.774 54.91
Feature vector 112x3 320x3 140x3 103x3 100x3
No. of Faces recognized 64 64 38 43 29
Recognition rate 96 85.33 95 86 65.77
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